MAY 20, 2022 | 11:30 A.M.
Westin Houston, Memorial City
945 Gessner Rd
Cordially invites you to attend the 2022

ANNUAL SURVIVORSHIP LUNCHEON

Luncheon Chairs
Jordan Seff and Kelley Lubanko

Corporate Honoree
Oceaneering International

Survivor Honoree
Rochelle Griffin

Luncheon Speaker and Healthcare Honoree
Ishwaria Subbiah, M.D., M.S.
Integrative Medicine and Palliative Care Oncologist, University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center

Friday, May 20, 2022
Check in and reception 11:30 a.m.
Luncheon Program begins promptly at noon
The Westin Houston, Memorial City
945 Gessner Rd

Valet Parking is $12 and self-parking in nearby garages $5
We will have in place all current health and safety protocols.
THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS*

**RADIATING INSPIRATION SPONSOR**
Jordan Seff and Kelley Lubanko

**IGNITING HOPE SPONSOR**
Houston Methodist

**GUIDING LIGHT SPONSOR**
Shelaghmichael Brown
Friend of CanCare
Meredith Marshall / Natalie Mohtashami
Oceaneering International

**SPARKING STRENGTH SPONSOR**
Vanessa Ames/ Andrea Espinosa/ Iva Knobbe/ Brooke Lee/ Luvi Wheelock
Bank of Texas
Sylvie Crum
Linda Eyles
Debbie Festari/ Dr. Sippi Khurana/ Shawntell McWilliams
Barbara and Peter Forbes
Sylvia and Titus Harris/ Sue Harris
H-E-B
Hildebrandt Fund

**CANDLELIGHTING CEREMONY SPONSOR**
Dr. Creighton Edwards/ Michael Fife

**GIVING TREE SPONSOR**
Donna and Norman Lewis

**SHINING FAITH SPONSOR**
Ilene Allen
Allegiance Bank
Amegy Bank
Congregation Beth Yeshurun
Heidi Dugan
Cecilia Edwards
Friends of Nancy Moore
Vicki Grams
Cindy Greenberg / Vicki Rabin

Johnson, DeLuca, Kurisky & Gould, P.C.
Memorial Drive Presbyterian Church
Kim Price / Diana Woodman-Hammet
Nancy and Irving Stern
Stuart P.C.
Drs. Ishwaria and Vivek Subbiah
Tootsies
Kathy Wells

*As of Print deadline April 1
Thank you to our
HOST COMMITTEE

Ilene Allen
Amanda Boffone
Leisa Holland-Nelson Bowman
Kristy Bradshaw
Heather Bulk
Kristen Cannon
Yvonne Cormier, MD
Sylvie Crum
Megan Cushing
Heidi Dugan
Cecilia Edwards
Stacy Ellington
Linda Eyles
Margaret Farnsworth
Debbie Festari
Allison Filkerski
Vicki Grams
Suzanne Hardman
Mindy Hildebrand
Hillary Holmes
Loretta Horowitz
Sippi Khurana, MD
Marie Louise Kinder
Whitney Kuhn Lawson
Donna Lewis
Renee Lewis
DeeDee Marsh
Meredith Marshall
Shawntell McWilliams
Natalie Mohtashami
Denise Monteleone
Kimberly Price
Mimi Prioleau
Shelley Reeves
Carolyn D. Roch
Lisanne Rogers
Leigh Smith
Lynn Smith
Kristina Somerville
Karen Stall
Elizabeth Stein
Nancy Stern
Ishwaria Subbiah, MD
Ileana Treviño
Stephanie Tsuru
Christine Underwood
Kara Vidal
Megan Vondra
Kay Watson
Kelli Weinzierl
Kathy Wells
Luvi Wheelock
Diana Woodworth
Diana Young
CanCare envisions a world where no one faces cancer alone. We provide hope and healing to the cancer community by ensuring anyone facing cancer can have a survivor by their side.

Our 500+ trained volunteers walk alongside those facing cancer as they navigate treatment and the life changes that come with a cancer diagnosis.

Founded by Anne Shaw Turnage, a survivor of colon cancer, CanCare has grown into a network of trained volunteers including survivors, caregivers of survivors and medical professionals who provide emotional support and cancer-related resources. Survivors of more than 50 different types of cancer are the heartbeat of the organization, providing hope, friendship and hospital visitations for those facing cancer.

Wherever you are in your cancer journey, CanCare is committed to connecting you with a voice of hope.